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This is something that no one thought of.

Including everyone in Xia Liejun’s department.

All dumbfounded!

Know that reinforcements are coming.

No one can think of it!

Who is this?

But when this person landed.

Everyone see it clearly!

Young Master Tiance! ! !
In times of crisis, he had to go out!

But it just so happened that he also completed the retreat!

For him at this stage!

It is impossible that King Kong does not destroy the ninth layer of magical power!

He can only stabilize the eighth floor in a purely pure state, which is considered a success!

Now he has initially achieved the task assigned to him by the “Master”.

Daxia needs him again!

Marshal Tiance is here!

There was cheers from the audience!

Although there is only one person, Tiance Young Master, everyone seems to have taken a reassurance.

“Buzzing…”

There were trembling sounds between heaven and earth.

The terrible fluctuations caused the Leviathans to stop for a while.

I saw the marshal of Tiance turned golden, and even more halo appeared!

King Kong is not bad for magic!

Eighth floor!

This is the supreme realm!

Where can anyone reach this state?

Seeing everyone exclaiming again and again.

This also makes everyone confident.

The Marshal Tiance single-handedly killed directly to the Leviathan group.

The Leviathans also began to attack the Marshal Tiance, and the huge claws crashed down.

Before Xiao Liejun’s mecha army could not withstand such a blow.

But when it hit the young commander Tiance.

Just clang.

Did not cause any harm!

Leviathans are originally intelligent creatures, self-conscious.

They were also very surprised when they saw that Wu did harm to the marshal of Tiance.

On the contrary, the terrible power erupted from the young commander of Tiance, and he overwhelmed
a Leviathan.

This is something that has never happened before!

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

The Leviathans began to attack the Marshal Tiance frantically, using all means and weapons.

Even the energy beams bombarded one after another.

It’s just that the marshal of Tiance has the eighth layer of diamonds that are not bad, and he is not afraid
of their attacks.

One person temporarily blocked the Leviathan’s offensive.

The main reason is that the Leviathans were unable to break through his incorruptible body.

But the problem also appeared.

The Marshal Tiance couldn’t really hurt Leviathan!

Not to mention the destruction of Leviathan.

They are too strong.

It’s as if they also have the incorruptible body of King Kong.

…

The Lab of the Gods looked at the situation here, too, especially anxious, if Leviathan’s attack did not go
smoothly.

The undercover army in the rear could not attack either.

No legal action is also allowed on the No. 76 forbidden area.

Waiting for this wave!

“Nothing! No matter how powerful he is, he can’t last long!”

“King Kong is not bad at the eighth level of the magical skill, and the defense is amazing. Leviathan has
nothing to do with him! But he can’t hurt Leviathan!”

“He can’t stop it for long! He will be captured soon!”

“Let Leviathan attack quickly! At the same time let the undercovers attack from behind!”

Mr. X is very calm.

But what he said was wrong.

Tiance Marshal only temporarily stopped Leviathan by virtue of his fierce life.

But he will not cause fatal damage to Leviathan after all, plus there are too many Leviathans.

A full 800.

A tall individual.

Marshal Tiance really can’t stop it for long!

Soon Leviathan rushed past Major Tiance’s defense.

He really couldn’t stop so many at once.

